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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following
FALSE?
A. Label values may be
B. Label values may be
C. Label values may be
D. Label values may be
Answer: D

regarding MPLS label value assignment is
reserved for special
dynamically assigned
dynamically assigned
dynamically assigned

uses.
by LDP.
by RSVP-TE.
by IGP.

NEW QUESTION: 2
You want to migrate your Oracle 11g database as a pluggable
database (PDB) in a multitenant container database (CDB).
The following are the possible steps to accomplish this task:
1. Place all the user-defined tablespace in read-only mode on
the source database.
2. Upgrade the source database to a 12c version.
3. Create a new PDB in the target container database.
4. Perform a full transportable export on the source database
with the VERSION parameter set to 12 using the expdp utility.
5. Copy the associated data files and export the dump file to
the desired location in the target database.
6. Invoke the Data Pump import utility on the new PDB database
as a user with the DATAPUMP_IMP_FULL_DATABASE role and specify
the full transportable import options.
7. Synchronize the PDB on the target container database by
using the DBMS_PDS.SYNC_ODB function.
Identify the correct order of the required steps.
A. 1, 5, 6, 4, 3, 2
B. 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
C. 2, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6
D. 2, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
E. 1, 4, 3, 5, 6, 7
Answer: E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have an Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) tenant. All user
accounts are synchronized from an on-premises Active Directory
domain and are configured for federated authentication. Active
Directory Federation Services (AD FS) servers are published for
external connections by using a farm of Web Application Proxy
servers.
You need to recommend a solution to monitor the servers that
integrate with Azure AD. The solution must meet the following
requirements:

Identify any AD FS issues and their potential resolutions.
Identify any directory synchronization configuration issues and
their potential resolutions Notify administrators when there
are any issues affecting directory synchronization or AD FS
operations.
Which monitoring solution should you recommend for each server
type? To answer, drag the appropriate monitoring solutions to
the correct server types. Each monitoring solution may be used
once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the
split bar between panes or scroll to view content.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
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